Influence of Ametropia and Its Correction on Measurement of Accommodation.
Amplitude of accommodation (AA) is reportedly greater for myopic eyes than for hyperopic eyes. We investigated potential explanations for this difference. Analytical analysis and computer ray tracing were performed on two schematic eye models of axial ametropia. Using paraxial and nonparaxial approaches, AA was specified for the naked and the corrected eye using the anterior corneal surface as the reference plane. Assuming that axial myopia is due entirely to an increase in vitreous chamber depth, AA increases with the amount of myopia for two reasons that have not always been taken into account. First is the choice of reference location for specifying refractive error and AA in diopters. When specified relative to the cornea, AA increases with the degree of myopia more than when specified relative to the eye's first Gaussian principal plane. The second factor is movement of the eye's second Gaussian principal plane toward the retina during accommodation, which has a larger dioptric effect in shorter eyes. Using the corneal plane (placed at the corneal vertex) as the reference plane for specifying accommodation, AA depends slightly on the axial length of the eye's vitreous chamber. This dependency can be reduced significantly by using a reference plane located 4 mm posterior to the corneal plane. A simple formula is provided to help clinicians and researchers obtain a value of AA that closely reflects power changes of the crystalline lens, independent of axial ametropia and its correction with lenses.